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Abstract:
Longitudinal studies assessing the seasonal development of strength, speed and power qualities are limited in youth soccer players. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the seasonal changes in the physical development of elite youth soccer players across Pre-, Circa- and Post-Peak Height Velocity (PHV), against a similar age and maturity matched control groups. One-hundred and twelve male elite youth soccer players (Pre-PHV \(n = 55\); Circa-PHV \(n = 21\); Post-PHV \(n = 36\)) and thirty-eight controls consisting of non-elite active subjects (Pre-PHV \(n = 18\); Circa-PHV \(n = 10\); Post-PHV \(n = 10\)) all undertook isometric mid-thigh pull strength, 10-30m sprints, change of direction speed (CODs) and countermovement jump tests pre- and post-season. The elite Circa-PHV improved greater than the control group for all physical qualities between pre- and post-season. The elite Pre-PHV improved greater in sprints, CODs, CMJ jump height and strength while the elite Post-PHV group improved more in CODs and strength than their respective control groups. Findings suggest that systematic academy soccer training enhances the development of physical qualities in youth soccer players but maturity status may impact upon such adaptations.
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Introduction

Soccer is an intermittent team sport placing physiological demands on both the aerobic and anaerobic energy systems (Morgans et al. 2014). It has been suggested that the anaerobic system, including physical qualities such as strength, speed and power, are instrumental for both general movement patterns (e.g., jumping) and within-match outcomes (e.g., making a tackle) in soccer (Deprez et al. 2013). It is therefore common practice to monitor and evaluate the development of these physical qualities (Williams, Oliver, and Faulkner, 2011) with a range of research presenting the physical qualities of youth soccer players using cross-sectional methodologies (Lovell et al. 2015; Emmonds et al. 2016; Towlson et al. 2017).

Cross sectional methods allow researchers and practitioners to assess and evaluate at a specific time point but fail to provide any insight into long term development and change in performance (Cobley & Till. 2017). From a research standpoint, the necessity of longitudinal design can allow practitioners to identify causal effect, developmental changes and interactions between variables within youth athletes (Cobley & Till. 2017; Till et al. 2015; Valente-dos-Santos et al. 2012).

Longitudinal analysis allows practitioners to gain an understanding of the physical development and specifically, understand the impact a training environment may have on the development of physical qualities (Cobley and Till 2017). To date there are limited studies available tracking the development of physical qualities within youth soccer players over a competitive season. Recent longitudinal studies in youth soccer players (Vänttinen et al. 2011; Hammami et al. 2013) have identified improvements in a range of parameters (e.g., 30 m sprint, jump performance). Both studies concluded that the elite youth soccer players were physically superior to their respective control groups, attributing this to the direct consequence of the soccer training environment the elite players were exposed to. To build on these findings, controlling for baseline performance and maturation status within statistical models, may shed some insight into the impact a training environment may have irrespective of natural growth and maturation (Lloyd et al. 2014a; Meyers et al. 2017).

Recently, Wrigley et al. (2014) identified the impact training and maturation had on the development of physical qualities (i.e., speed, power and aerobic fitness) within elite youth soccer players, by statistically controlling for baseline performance and changes in maturation over a 3-year period. Findings demonstrated accelerated physical development over a 3-year period within English academy soccer players. Future research should try and
differentiate between the maturation status of participants (i.e., Pre-Peak Height Velocity [PHV], Circa-PHV, Post-PHV), to truly understand the impact upon physical development changes throughout childhood and adolescence (Ford et al. 2011). Furthermore, a more holistic testing battery should be considered, that includes qualities that are important for soccer success (i.e., strength) and are related to the development of other physical qualities key to soccer performance such as speed and power (Comfort et al., 2015).

As such, current research assessing the impact a soccer season has on the changes in physical qualities according to maturity status are warranted. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the seasonal changes in the physical qualities of elite youth soccer players across Pre-, Circa- and Post-PHV against a similar age range (U12-18’s) and maturity matched (Pre-PHV, Circa-PHV, Post-PHV) control group, whilst controlling for baseline performance and changes in maturation.

**Methods**

A season long research design was used whereby anthropometric and physical qualities (i.e., speed, change of direction speed, lower-body power and strength) were collected from four youth soccer academies (i.e., elite) and a similar age range (U12-18’s) and maturity matched (Pre-PHV, Circa-PHV, Post-PHV) control group (i.e., non-elite) start and end of season. Players were categorised into maturity offset groups (Pre-PHV, Circa-PHV and Post-PHV) using the Mirwald prediction equation (Mirwald et al., 2002). This allowed seasonal changes in physical qualities to be assessed between elite and non-elite groups according to maturity status.

**Participants**

A total of 112 male elite youth soccer players aged 12-18 years (Pre-PHV n=55; Circa-PHV n=21; Post-PHV n=36; see table 1) were recruited from four professional soccer academies. A control group consisting of non-elite active subjects (Pre-PHV n=18; Circa-PHV n=10; Post-PHV n=10; see table 1) also participated in the study. The elite group were involved in a full time professional soccer academy. The Pre-PHV and Circa-PHV participants undertook on average 4 football training sessions, and 1-2 strength and conditioning sessions per week. The Post-PHV group were involved in 2-3 strength and conditioning sessions on average, per week with 6 football sessions. Each maturity group also competed in 1 soccer match per week throughout the season. The control group were school children who participated in 2
school-based sessions of physical activity per week (2 hours in total) and did not take part in any extracurricular sport outside of school. All experimental procedures gained institutional ethics approval with informed and parental written consent obtained.

**Procedures**

Anthropometric and physical qualities were collected at the start (i.e., September) and end (i.e., May) of the 2015-16 soccer season. All testing took place on an artificial 3G playing surface in an indoor facility and was conducted at least 48 hours post competitive match-play or strenuous training for all participants. Prior to testing, subjects performed a standardized 10 minute warm-up consisting of jogging, dynamic stretching and acceleration drills. The elite group were familiar with the testing battery except the isometric mid-thigh pull (IMTP) strength assessment. All participants undertook a familiarization testing session before the study commenced including three attempts of the testing battery (all measures).

**Anthropometry**

Height and sitting height were measured to the nearest 0.1cm using a Seca Alpha stadiometer. Body mass was determined from body weight and taken to be BWg\(^{-1}\) (kg) with g = acceleration due to gravity measured on a commercially available portable force platform (AccuPower, AMTI, ACP, Watertown, MA) using a sampling rate of 400 Hz then multiplied by 9.81 to convert to kg.

**Maturity offset**

Age at PHV was estimated by the Mirwald prediction equation (Mirwald et al. 2002). Years from PHV (YPHV) was calculated for each subject by subtracting the age at PHV from chronological age with a ±6month error rate. Subjects were allocated to either Pre-PHV (offset < -1 years), Circa-PHV (between -1 to + years) or Post-PHV (> +1 years) groups in relation to their YPHV at the pre-testing session based on previous research (Wrigley et al. 2014). Changes in maturation were determined by calculating the difference between the start and end of season change in relation to YPHV (Wrigley et al. 2014).

**Isometric Mid-Thigh Pull (IMTP)**

The IMTP was utilised as a measure of lower body strength. The IMTP was performed on a commercially available portable force platform (AccuPower, AMTI, ACP, Watertown, MA) and recorded vertical force at 1000 Hz. Subjects performed the IMTP on a customized pull
rack with their shoulders placed over the bar in a position similar to that of the second pull of a power clean (Haff et al. 2015). Subjects performed two IMTP trials, each lasting 6 seconds, with 5 minutes’ rest between trials. The IMTP start was identified using a 5 SD threshold that was calculated from 1 second of quiet standing force recorded before the start of each pull (Dos’ Santos et al. 2016). Participants were instructed to pull as “fast and hard” as possible, and received loud verbal encouragement (Dos’ Santos et al. 2016). Each participant’s best trial, as determined by the highest peak force (PF), was selected for analysis. Relative peak force (rPF) was calculated as PF / body mass. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and coefficient of variation (CV) for the IMTP PF and rPF were r = 0.98 and CV = 4.91%.

**Countermovement Jump (CMJ)**

The CMJ utilized as a measurement for lower body power. The CMJ was performed on the same portable force platform sampling vertical force (Fz) at 1000 Hz. After a 1 second quiet standing period, CMJ was performed utilising a standard technique with arms akimbo (Hori et al. 2007), with no attempts made to control the depth of the countermovement (Mundy et al. 2017). Each participant performed 2 jumps interspersed with 3 minutes rest. Jump height was calculated using the velocity at take-off method (Mundy et al. 2017) whilst net force was integrated with respect to time to obtain net impulse which was summed over the propulsion phase. ICCs and CVs for the CMJ jump height were r = 0.86 and CV = 7.46% and CMJ impulse were r = 0.94 and CV = 6.67%.

**Sprint Performance**

For sprint performance, distances of 10 and 30 m were assessed using Brower photocell timing gates (model number BRO001; Brower, Draper, UT, USA). All subjects performed two trials, with 3-5 minutes of rest between trials. Athletes started 0.5 m behind the first gate from a 2-point staggered start (Thomas et al. 2015). The best performance from each of the 2 trials was used for analysis. ICCs and CVs for 10 m were r = 0.84 and CV = 3.61% and 30 m were r = 0.81 and CV = 2.53%.

**Change of direction speed (CODs)**

The Arrow Head Agility Test (Noon et al. 2015) was used to assess change of direction speed using Brower photocell timing gates with two trials performed each side with 3-5 minutes rest between trials. The fastest time achieved from both sides was used for analysis. ICCs and CVs for left side were r = 0.93 and CV = 2.53% and right side were r = 0.92 and
CV = 2.16%.

**Statistical Analyses**

Differences between the elite and control group’s end of season measures were analysed using an Objective Bayesian regression model, with group (elite and control) as a categorical predictor, and both baseline score and the changes in maturation included as covariates. This analysis can be interpreted in the same way as a traditional Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA), but the p-values presented are the probability of the difference between groups, larger p-values relating to a higher probability of a difference. Estimated marginal means displayed represent the predicted differences between groups adjusted for the covariates. To illustrate the uncertainty around the estimation, lower and upper 95% Higher Density Intervals (HDI) are reported. HDIs somewhat equate to traditional confidence intervals, but are more intuitively interpreted, as a 95% chance that a true difference is found in the HDI. They also provide distributional information rather than a mere interval of equally probable values (as is the case with traditional confidence intervals).

Population effect sizes (delta) rather than sample effects (Cohen’s d) were calculated using MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) estimation and illustrated the uncertainty of this estimate with lower and upper 95% HDIs. Effect size (ES) values of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 were considered to represent small, moderate and large differences respectively (Cohen, 1988). A Bayesian formulation for quantifying and interpreting the magnitude of effect and ‘Smallest Worthwhile Change’ (SWC) was employed (Mengersen, et al. 2016). The SWC used was a standardised change of 0.2 based on previous recommendations (Hopkins, 2009). All analyses were conducted using R (R Core Team (2016) using MCMCpack (Martin, Quin and Hee Park, 2011).

**Results**

The mean and SD’s for anthropometric and maturation characteristics (Table 1) and physical qualities (Table 2) are presented pre and post season for the elite and control groups according to maturity group. Tables 3-5 report the Bayesian regression model analysis for the seasonal development of physical qualities between elite and control groups according to maturity status.

***INSERT TABLE 1***

***INSERT TABLE 2***
Pre-PHV
The Pre-PHV elite group improved more than the control group in all physical qualities except for CMJ impulse. Small ES were seen for 10 m (ES=-0.31), and 30 m (ES=) sprint performance, jump height (ES=-0.19) and PF (ES=0.14). A moderate ES was seen for rPF (ES=0.58). Large ES were observed for CODs left (ES=-1.07) and CODs right (ES=). The probabilities of achieving greater than the SWC for CMJ impulse and jump height are highly uncertain whilst 10-30m sprint performance, CODs and strength are highly probable (Table 3).

Circa-PHV
The Circa-PHV elite group improved more than the control group for all physical qualities. Small ES were seen for jump height (ES= 0.34), CMJ Impulse (ES=0.09) and PF (ES=0.17). Moderate ES are demonstrated for 10 m (ES=-0.77), 30m (ES=-0.58) sprint performance, and rPF (ES=0.59). Large ES were seen for CODs left (ES=-1.31) and CODs right (ES=-1.32). The probabilities of achieving changes greater than the SWC are uncertain for CMJ Impulse (p=0.39) and PF (p=0.45) whilst the rest of the variables are highly probable (Table 4).

Post-PHV
For Post-PHV, the control group improved greater, all be it with a trivial ES in CMJ impulse (ES=-0.06) and small ES in 10 m (ES=-0.22) and 30 m (ES=0.30) sprint performance. The elite Post-PHV group improved greater in PF (ES=0.19) and rPF (ES=0.03) but with trivial ES. The elite group also improved greatest in CODs left (ES=-0.47) and right (ES=-0.42) with small ES. The probabilities of achieving changes greater than the SWC for the elite group are uncertain for sprint performance, CMJ and rPF (Table 5). There are very highly probable changes, greater than the SWC, demonstrated by the elite group in CODs and PF. Jump height did not improve greater by either the control or the elite group.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the seasonal changes in the physical qualities of
elite youth soccer across Pre-, Circa- and Post-PHV maturity groups against a control group, whilst controlling for baseline performance and changes in maturation status. The elite Pre-PHV group improved by a greater margin in 10-30m sprint performance, CODs, jump height, PF and rPF than the control group. The elite Circa-PHV improved across all variables whilst the post-PHV group only improved in CODs, PF and rPF. The inclusion of the control group, may represent a general population distribution (Page. 2012) which could allow us to speculate that the training exposure has had an impact on strength, speed and power development for Pre- and Circa-PHV groups, but these may be reduced during Post-PHV.

**Pre-PHV**

The elite Pre-PHV group improved greater in 10 and 30m sprint performance than the control group. These changes are highly probable to occur over the course of the season and greater than the SWC thresholds. These findings are consistent with previous research in U12 (Vänttinen et al. 2011), U14 (Hammami et al. 2012) and U12-U14 (Huijgen et al. 2010) in youth soccer players. However, specific mechanisms other than training exposure were not discussed and these studies either failed to account for maturation, consider maturity groups (Pre-, Circa-, Post-PHV), or in some cases, failed to provide a control group (Huijgen et al. 2010), so caution is needed when making comparisons. However, speed development happens in a non-linear fashion throughout adolescence and maturation plays a key role (Meyers et al. 2016). It has also been suggested that the ground contact phase should be of priority to elicit improvements in step frequency and ultimately improve speed, as changes will not occur naturally during growth and maturation in this phase of running (Meyers et al. 2016). Therefore, it is plausible the exposure to soccer match play and training with the added strength and conditioning sessions (1-2 per week) in the elite group, elicit these enhancements in ground contact, increasing step frequency and ultimately improving sprint performance when compared to the control group.

When we consider lower-body power, to the authors knowledge this is the first study to report the development of jumping performance using force-time characteristic over a competitive season in Pre-PHV athletes so direct comparisons are difficult. Firstly, when maturation is not controlled for, the development in jump height is greatest by the Pre-PHV elite group compared to the control group. These findings support those reported by Philippaerts et al. (2006) and Lloyd et al. (2011). However, when we control for changes in maturation, these data demonstrate superior improvements only in jump height for the elite
group and not for concentric impulse. The probability of the elite group improving greater than the control group in jump height is in fact questionable when we consider the SWC and any difference above 0 (p>effect). Therefore, unlike speed development, the soccer training did not elicit improvements in all CMJ variables and it is likely jump height changes are a consequence of growth and maturation as demonstrated by the mean differences when maturation is considered.

The development of strength for the Pre-PHV elite group outperformed that of the control group with high probabilities of the change occurring (see table 3). To the authors knowledge, this is the first study to report IMTP strength development in Pre-PHV male athletes. The recent shift in the paradigm of youth physical development advocates early participation in youth strength and conditioning with benefits being reported as early as 7 years of age (Faigenbhaum et al. 2013). These benefits can be associated with neural changes, such as increased synchronization and firing rates, owing to the lack of androgen hormones in this stage of development (Lloyd et al. 2014b). Therefore, similar to the development of speed, the academy soccer training improved strength irrespective of changes in maturation. These mechanisms can potentially be attributed to the myelination and enhancement of the neural muscular system as a result of the training exposure and potential increases in muscle mass, although this mechanism may be unlikely (Lloyd et al. 2015b)

Circa-PHV
The elite Circa-PHV group outperformed the control group for changes in all physical qualities. During the point leading up to and after PHV, concentrations in hormones, such as, growth hormone, insulin growth factor 1 and testosterone increase, which mediate the anabolic effect following physical activity (Rogol et al. 2002). Although hormone concentrations were not measured, the physical improvements demonstrated by the elite Circa-PHV group can be attributed to training induced adaptations that are then accelerated by the increased hormone concentrations (Matos and Winsley 2007). These observations may serve to highlight the importance of an early introduction into resistance training for boys wishing to enhance their maximal speed, CMJ performance and strength based on the current elite group undertaking strength and conditioning training (1-2 sessions per week). For example, research has demonstrated speed development is greatest during the maturation growth spurt, (PHV) (Hirose et al. 2009; Huijgen et al. 2010; Hirose and Seki 2016; Meyers et al. 2017) and in some instances the Circa-PHV (growth spurt period) improved twice as
much as the Post-PHV group (Meyers et al. 2015) and those who remain in Pre-PHV (Lloyd et al. 2016). Therefore, Circa-PHV may be a sensitive period of time and an opportunity to exploit to improve speed development. Finally, Wrigley et al. (2014) also demonstrated enhanced speed development for academy players vs. non-academy players with a weekly training load (~2000 AU and ~300 AU) and suggested the advancements seen by the academy players were a consequence of training.

To our knowledge this is the first study to provide force-time data (net impulse and jump height) over a competitive season in Circa-PHV elite youth soccer players compared to a control group. The only elite group to demonstrate superior improvement in CMJ performance was the Circa-PHV group. However, as discussed earlier, there are suggestions of a sensitive period for CMJ development, similar to speed development (Philippaerts et al. 2006). For example, Malina et al. (2004) suggests a period around PHV also accelerates the development of vertical power, which is apparent within the current study’s findings. Wrigley et al. (2014) then reports very similar findings with superior development in the elite academy players as a collective maturation albeit with a moderate effect. Although direct mechanisms were not discussed in the above studies and lacking in this study, it is possible the elite Circa-PHV group reap the benefits associated with the interaction between circulating androgen hormones and training, further research should look to address these potential mechanisms. Nonetheless, Wrigley et al. (2014) explicitly states the superior development of the academy soccer players is a direct consequence of the systematic training.

The development of IMTP strength in Circa-PHV demonstrates superior improvement by the elite groups. Vänttinen et al. (2011) investigated the longitudinal development of isometric maximal strength (leg extensors, abdominal, back, grip) in Norwegian soccer players compared to a control group, across 3 age groups (10.8 ± 0.3; 12.7 ± 0.2; 14.7 ± 0.3) over 2-year period. They reported the older age groups, that were exposed to strength training, had significantly greater strength levels than their age matched control group. However, the younger soccer players, that were not exposed to resistance training, did not differ compared to the control. Vänttinen et al. (2011) states these findings were a consequence of the specificity of training (resistance) and the natural rise in sex hormones associated with anabolic effects on performance, experienced by the soccer group. This information supports the beneficial effect training exposure has on the strength development in youth soccer
players compared to a control group around the period of PHV.

Post-PHV

In contrast to the Pre- and Circa-PHV groups, the Post-PHV control group improved 10 and 30m sprint performance more than the elite group over the season. Two potential explanations for these findings include; 1) inadequate training stimulus; 2) the accumulation of fatigue within a professional soccer academy. The current training and playing schedule of the U18’s (Post-PHV) group consists of full time training 5 days per week; 1 competitive match. Similarly, a marked rise in training exposure and accumulation of fatigue has been shown to limit the development of speed post 16 years of age (akin to Post-PHV) (Huijgen et al. 2010). As a result, Gabbett et al. (2014) warns against high workloads in the developing athlete, irrespective of their responsiveness of training during maturation, as this may be detrimental to development. This detriment has been shown to effect specific anaerobic qualities such as sprint speed, CODs and CMJ performance (Noon et al. 2015) but not aerobic capacities, such as YOYO scores, in youth soccer players (Clark et al 2008; Huijgen et al. 2010; Noon et al. 2015). Noon et al. (2015) reported decreases in sprint, arrow head and CMJ performance as the season progressed in elite youth soccer players (age = 17 ± 1 years) with an average training exposure of 9.6 hours (±2.9 hours). Although training load was not accounted for in the current study, it could be plausible that the neuromuscular and strength training stimuli the Post-PHV group were exposed to may not have been sufficient to stimulate adaptations (Noon et al. 2015) with the combining factors of the high intensity, aerobic nature of soccer training, resulting in a shift in endurance capabilities and diminishing the explosive capabilities of the soccer players within the study (Noon et al. 2015). This would explain why superior development in sprint speed and jump height was demonstrated by the control group over the course of the season.

Finally, strength performance over the competitive season was improved greatest by the elite Post-PHV group, however with questionable probability values regarding rPF. When we consider the SWC threshold for rPF, the change over the course of the season is uncertain. These finding are in line with those reported by (Vänttinen et al. 2011) who suggested the specificity of resistance training and rise in hormones enhanced the development of strength. Unlike the explosive qualities that diminished for the elite Post-PHV group discussed earlier (sprint speed, CMJ, CODs), the IMTP PF is a measure of maximum strength and it is plausible this may not be impeded by the high workloads and shift in aerobic capacities during the course of the season. This idea can be supported by the findings from Häkkinen et
al. (2003) who reported significant increases in maximum strength for both, strength and endurance group and strength group alone, during a 21 week training intervention. Although both groups demonstrated increases in maximum strength, only the strength group improved in force at 500ms and rate of force development at 500ms. These time sensitive variables are associated with neuromuscular function, similar to that of the CMJ and sprint performance and are seen as explosive qualities. Häkkinen et al. (2003) suggested the explosive, time sensitive qualities, were affected as a consequence of the endurance training. It is possible this concept may have contributed to the decrements in CMJ and sprint performance and not in maximum strength (PF, rPF), over the course of the season for the elite Post-PHV group. Although this is plausible it must be highlighted the subjects used by Häkkinen et al. (2003) were described as recreational participants of physical activity, so they may be more sensitive and respondent to training stimuli than the current elite group.

**Limitations**

Although this study enhances on previous studies evaluating seasonal changes in youth soccer players according to maturity status it is not without limitations. Firstly, training load data was not obtained, which may have offered some explanation for the physical changes that occurred. Secondly, the use of the Mirwald equation to assess maturity status has previously been questioned due to its potential associated error of ±6 months. Next, the sample size of the control group was not equal to that of the elite group and may not have truly represented an aged and maturity matched population (e.g., the elite Pre-PHV group were older than the control group) but such recruitment is difficult within controlled based studies. Finally, although the study design was over a season, increasing the number of testing sessions would also serve to provide more information on the potential development and regression in development over the course of the season. This multi-longitudinal approach would serve to answer more questions (i.e. accumulation of fatigue vs inadequate stimuli). Multiple testing points may also identify the impact sensitive periods such as pre-season and its impact on performance where training load and volume is substantially increased.

**Conclusion**

By comparing changes in the physical qualities of an elite and control group over a season we found, when adjusting for baseline performance and changes in maturity status, the degree to which a season of elite academy training enhances the rate of change in performance across a
range of indicators of physical qualities in elite players. These improvements are not associated with natural growth, maturation and development. Academy soccer training had a consistent effect on Pre-PHV and Circa-PHV groups when we consider 10-30m sprint performance, CODs and some jump heights, all showing improvements. However, less consistent findings were shown for the elite Post-PHV group as they failed to improve in sprint speed and CMJ impulse. Such findings suggest that academy training for Pre- and Circa-PHV will enhance physical performance compared to school age and maturity matched individuals but more careful consideration for the physical development of the Post-PHV soccer players may be required given the large training volumes undertaken within soccer academies at this age or the lack of specificity within their training programs. These findings have implications for soccer coaches, sport scientists and strength and conditioning coaches in maximising the physical development of youth soccer players for successful long-term athlete development.
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